Useful Reusing
- How to make a tyre arc
Used tyres are in plentiful supply and we find them very useful at Windmill. There
are some provisos though. Tyres should be intact, with no areas that seem to be
crumbling or cracked. This is because they contain cadmium, a poisonous metal, along with a
variety of other chemicals that you wouldn’t want to eat. Don’t let that scare you though - when
tyres are new, they degas some volatile chemicals, but by the time they are worn, these are largely
gone or trapped by an oxidised layer. A small amount of cadmium comes out of the tyre as dust as
the tyre wears, but when the tyre is intact, it should stay put. If the tyre begins to break up, there is
a theoretical contamination risk, so that’s the time to seal it in the wall of a building or get it officially
disposed of. For the same reason, we wouldn’t use ground tyres as path covering in the allotment.
If you want more information on potential contaminants from tyres in allotments have a look here:
https://www.thespruce.com/are-tire-gardens-safe-growing-veggies-848043
The tyre arc was our own idea, based on several other ideas we borrowed. Firstly, waste tyres will
retain soil, so they can be used as planters. Also, we know that tyres will warm up more quickly
than the surrounding area because of their black colour, and some of this heat will be reflected.
Finally, we know that creating a sheltered area will increase the length of the growing season, and
provide a warmer micro-climate. Because of this, we designed an arc of tyres which provides
shelter from the Southwest round to the North-East, to protect from the coldest and prevailing
winds, as well as being open to the sun for most of the day. This was designed to give us an early
crop of strawberries, whilst also providing a spot in front to grow warmth-loving crops like tomatoes
or pumpkins.
Step 1
Remove the top 10cm of soil and level
the area. Work out which way is South,
then lay out the first layer of tyres so
that they form an arc, open to the
South. If you have tyres of different
widths, then put any odd sizes in this
level and lower or raise the ground level
further so that the tops are roughly level
(you can check by laying a plank on
edge across the tyres and putting a
spirit level on it. Mix the soil removed at
the beginning with some compost and
leaf-mould if you have it.

Step 2
Place the next layer of tyres on top of
the first layer. Off-set the tyres like a
layer of bricks, so there is 1 less tyre
than on the previous layer and all the
tyres touch. Use something to cover any
gaps between the tyres and the layer
below (we used slates) - this won’t be a
problem if you build the tyres into a
slope. Fill with soil and compost, as
before, making sure you fill the whole
tyre. Be sure to remove any weed roots.

Stage 3 - The tyre arc can take as many layers as will sit in a stable configuration. We stopped at
3, as this would give us the warm area we wanted, and reflect plenty of heat. We also used bricks
in some of the gaps as we hadn’t levelled the bottom tyres as well as we intended.

Stage 4 - Plant up and water well. We used
strawberries, as we want to make sure we have
a good crop as early as possible and we know
strawberries are fairly happy in tyres. You will
need to water fairly regularly and weed well for
the first season, but after that, the strawberries
will start to take over the space and get their
roots down. We also put in some parsley and
coriander seed as well to provide some
competition for the weeds (ok as long as your
weeding team can recognise these plants!).
Stage 5 - Plant up in front of the tyre arc. We put
in tomatoes, with lettuces around them as a
living mulch to retain moisture in the soil, and

then mulched the whole with wood chip.
We were interested to note that the first tomato to
ripen on site actually was on one of the plants in
front of the tyres (and ripened even before the ones
in the polytunnel), suggesting that the idea worked.

